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The problem

▶ Language use in the OR is anything but surgical

▶ Communication errors play a role in 44% of injury-causing
surgical errors Gawande et al. (2003)

▶ Some groups have addressed this kind of problem
Gillespie et al. (2012)

▶ We aim to apply the precision from formal semantics

▶ Work on reducing these errors
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Setting the stage

▶ At teaching hospitals, most surgery is
conducted by residents under the
guidance of an attending surgeon

▶ Most of the guidance is verbal

▶ Unscripted language is highly vague and ambiguous

▶ Tacit knowledge fills in many gaps

▶ Even in a highly specialized environment, difficult ambiguities
results in confusion, which leads to mistakes
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Deictic Transposition

▶ Directional transposition (Hanks, 2011) by convention sets the
origo to the patient

▶ directions: up, down, left, right, medial, lateral
▶ planes: coronal, sagittal, transverse
▶ entry locations: 1 o’clock, 2 o’clock, etc.

▶ However, in the heat of the moment natural use occurs

Context: R pushes trocar in. R pushes too far

A: pull up! ̸= pull(?) toward the patient’s head

▶ Or further conventions supersede it (laproscopy: on-screen)

Context: A is driving camera, R is manipulating tissues

A: Go ahead and grab that umbilical ligament. On my, on, on, on, the
left side.
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Ambiguities heightened by environment

▶ These are generally resolveable,

▶ but resolution requires cognitive effort

▶ Effort rarely put in: Insouciance from subconscious use of
language

▶ The environment keeps the brain otherwise busy
▶ Busy hands
▶ Life-or-death situation
▶ Other patients
▶ Pedagogical situation
▶ Social asymmetry
▶ Worry about showing ignorance

▶ High working memory load affects comprehension Baddeley (2003)

▶ So mistakes in interpretation are common
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A minor mistake

Context: A is driving camera, R is manipulating tissues

A: Go ahead and grab that umbilical ligament. On my, on, on, on, the
left side.

location, right?
R: Are you sure you want it on the left side? goal or location
A: Yep. Start right here and then go there. Take a bite of it. the
ligament, right?
A: Nah nah, don’t take the [Fallopian] tube, don’t take the tube.

These instructions could have been clearer and more efficient.
There is a lot of repeating and reframing instructions
Longer surgery means higher risk of complications
(Jackson et al., 2011; Catanzarite et al., 2014)
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Modal base ambiguity

Involves the insertion of a
trocar, which leads the way
for laproscopic surgical
tools.

Insertion around/behind
rectus abdominis muscle.
At the wrong angle and
you may sever the inferior
epigastric artery.
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Modal base ambiguity

Resident R1 is inserting a trocar. Both attending A1 and R1 observe the monitor and the
relationship between the insertion site and the abdominal wall anatomy.

A1 You can go tangential there.

A1 reaches across the patient with his right hand and adjusts
the direction of R1’s trocar insertion

Interview later with A1: “Yeah, I think what I was trying to tell her is even though you are so lateral, you can go
tangential and still hurt the inferior epigastric. So when she was doing it she was going tangential and that’s not
what I want because I don’t want her to hit the inferior epigastric artery so I corrected the direction of her trocar
placement. … Because she was going too tangential, so then I was turning to correct her before it happened.”
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Near miss case study

▶ Our study begins by
focusing on the critical step
of a vaginal hysterectomy:
the anterior colpotomy

▶ Cut the peritoneum
between the bladder and
the uterus, without
damaging either

▶ 1 mm x 2 mm patch of
slightly less red tissue

image:
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Lots of little ambiguities

Resident R7 is about to incise the tissue anterior to the cervix with Metzenbaum scissors
(Metzis). A7 is attending

A7 Back up a little bit
A7 Hold up [R7], let me just feel what you’re in

A7 takes the Metzi scissors from R7
A7 Pick this up right here

A7 points to the tissue with her scissors
A7 So you’re gonna see this transition, this red-dy things,

reddish fiber things
A7 points to the reddish fiber things

R7 Mhm
A7 is cutting the tissue before spot while R7 holds it with pickups

A7 If I can see those, they get nervous. Ugh.
…changes scissors…

A7 Okay, so there’s where what you were looking for before,
you…don’t dab or anything

A7 stops cutting, critical step to begin
A7 See how that…you can see the two sides, you can see the

uterus side and the bladder side. And then you’re looking
for a little envelope.

R7 begins to reach in to cut.
A7 Okay, so yeah

A7 gently alters R7’s hands while they were going in the tissue with their scissors. A7
moves R7’s hand until the scissors are at the right angle.
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Common problems

▶ Antecedent resolution

▶ Event or entity anaphora

▶ Faulty implicatures

▶ Lexical ambiguity

▶ Modal base ambiguity

▶ Idiomatic language

▶ Deictic transposition
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Onward

1. Long term: Deliberate improvement of language use
▶ training to practice mindfulness
▶ technique incorporating care with language use
▶ terminology to remove certain ambiguities

2. Shorter term: Lay out the problematic language

3. Conduct study

▶ Film 10 hysterectomies
▶ Interview participants right after (hotbox) for general impressions
▶ Transcribe conversations at the critical step
▶ Discuss near misses or errors with participants and transcripts
▶ Understand what they wanted to communicate or perceive

4. Currently in IRB approval
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